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Introduction
Many of us want something other than a plain black leather wrapped scabbard. I’m one of that crew. I started REWrapping commercial scabbards some time ago – first, just with leather, then with some simple risers.
THIS tutorial documents the process I follow for doing this, and the tricks I’ve used (most liberated from real
Masters like Brendan Olszowy) to gain good appearance, leather adhesion, and riser definition.
In this tutorial, I’ll go through the process of leather wrapping the poplar scabbard core I built in Tutorial 1 (“Make
a Poplar Scabbard Core with a Router”). But everything can also be applied to a stripped commercial scabbard
core if you don’t want to build your own.
Please note:
1) I am not a professional – I do all this for my OWN projects.
2) There are Masters of this trade (like Christian Fletcher, Brendan Olszowy, Brian Kunz, Ernie at Yeshua’s
Sword, Odingaard, and others) that make MY scabbard wrapping look pretty humorous. These people are
true artisans – I am a self-taught amateur.
In this tutorial, I’m going to glue down Leather Risers to a poplar scabbard core. I’m then going to do a few
measurements, cut some leather, and slowly glue the leather to the core one area at a time. This gives me PLENTY
of time to glue down the leather and work on the definition of my risers. It also allows me to work with a slightly
oversized piece of leather that I do not cut to its final shape until the very END of the process.
You’ll notice that this Tutorial contains a LITTLE engineering, and a whole BUNCH of art. That’s the nature of
Leather Work. I’m breaking things down into sections because other folks may just want to wrap a scabbard
without risers. Some may want risers and a wrap. Some will want to do a simple, but neat glue job on the back
seam – others will elect to stitch that seam.

What Tools do I Need for Basic Wrapping?
As we’re working with Leather, there are a few basic tools that are needed.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Scissors – both a large set and some little dinky ones. Mine are simple Fiskars that can be purchased at
Wal-Mart.
A good LONG straightedge. I use a 24” square that I have around.
A good precision ruler.
Felt tip pen and a pencil.
Glue – more on WHAT KIND later.

What Tools do I Need for Stitching my Seam?
In the event that you choose to stitch up the back of the wrap (optional – you CAN just glue it), you will want:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Some Egg-Eye Harness Needles (I use Osborne product #OS517 from Jantz Knife Supply)
A hole spacing wheel (Tandy Item #8091-00 is a good one)
A small leather Awl (Tandy Item #3217-00 is a good one)
Waxed thread (I use Tandy Item #1220-02).

What Tools do I Need for Adding Risers?
You will want
1) An XACTO knife.
2) SuperGlue (I use Loctite)
3) Some 1/8” Cowhide lace. I prefer SQUARE lace, which won’t come out square when we are done.
4) A set of “French Curves” from Staples – they will let you draw VERY smooth, uniform curves.

What Leather do I Need?
And there are several choices here. Most folks agree that the WEIGHT of the leather used for scabbard wrapping
should be about 2-3 Oz. (around 1/32” to 3/64” thick). Heavier leather around 4 Oz. (1/16” thick) can be used, but
the difficulty of fitting the leather and getting good riser definition increases as the weight goes up.
COW Hide is generally used – though very good results can be obtained with Pigskin, deer hide, etc.
Many folks insist on Vegetable tanned leather (Veg-tan). It works well, is suitable for carving and stamping, and
must generally be dyed. I’ve used it, and I like it. But I also use Upholstery grade leather. It ALSO works well, CAN
NOT be carved, and generally does NOT require dyeing – though it CAN be “overdyed” to darken it.
For this tutorial, I will be using a 2-3Oz Upholstery Leather scrap that I acquired from “The LeatherGuy” on EBAY.
Whichever leather you choose – you will want something in the 2-3Oz. range, about 4” longer than the core to be
wrapped (usually around 36” to 40”), and about 6” to 8” wide. It’s not a bad idea to get extra – this is the skin of
an animal, and SOMETIMES will have a flaw in it in an inconvenient place. Extra leather will also allow you to wrap
a matching sword grip, if you wish to.

Safety
You will be using an XACTO knife if you lay down risers – never forget that this is a SCALPEL – be careful of cuts.
SuperGlue can also be very nasty – do NOT get any on your fingers.

Step 1 – Prepare the Core
If you want to rewrap an EXISTING core – you will first want to remove the core’s chape and any metal around the
throat area. These are often held on with Epoxy, and in some cases, hot melt glue. In each case, HEAT is your
friend.
I remove a chape by adjusting my bench vise so the sides of the jaws JUST hit the top edges of the chape. I’m not
clamping anything – I’m using the vice as a sort of precision pry bar. I uniformly heat the chape to about 250-350F
with a propane torch (hot, but not REAL hot – there is wood & leather under that thing). I then grab the end of the
scabbard, get the top edge of the chape “wedged” against my vice jaws, and pull the scabbard core BACK. The
chape generally pops right off, along with its glue. If there is metal work at the throat? I remove it in the same
fashion.
If the rear of the existing leather is stitched – I cut and remove the stitches. Working slowly, I peel off the existing
leather, which is USUALLY held on by contact cement. Any existing risers are also pulled off.
I then perform any needed repairs on the exposed wood core – generally in the areas that may have been exposed
to heat. The GLUE in these areas may have been damaged, requiring a bit of a re-glue. When the repairs are done,
I remove any surface glue residue (a little acetone works), and LIGHTLY sand the core to remove any pencil marks
and remaining residue. You’ll want to start with a CLEAN core, without any little hunks of junk on it that could
show up as lumps under your new leather.
If you are starting with a new core – just make sure it is clean. Here, we are starting with the NEW poplar core
that I made in Tutorial #1:

In either case, the first job is to establish a center line on the FRONT and BACK of the core. Do this by measuring
across the core at several points…

...and drawing a nice straight line down its length, both FRONT and BACK:

Step 2 – Put in Risers (OPTIONAL)
IF you want to put in risers, this is the time to do so. First – what do you want them to look like? This is purely a
matter of personal taste. For this project, I’ll be enhancing the throat, and adding three long curves resembling
tree branches. I use a combination of French Curves and straightedge to mark out my plan in pencil on the
scabbard front.

You’ll see I left a clear area for the frog I’ll make later. The center of that clear area is at the balance point, with
sword, of the scabbard. I do this because I tend to use a single point suspension on single handed swords… and I
don’t like my riser patterns to sit UNDER my frog. YOUR situation, or desires, may be different.
We’ll be using this stuff:

1/8” Square Cowhide Latigo Lace and SuperGlue.

First, I enhance the shaped throat area with a double row of risers:

Front…

Back… any SEAMS go in the back. Use a 45 degree angle, just as you would with molding on your walls. The
leather riser gets superglued RIGHT up to the edge of the core throat, following its shape. I START on the front
center with too much lace, come around, and cut with my XACTO knife at the rear.

The second riser is put in the same way – a little glue gets added to join the riser edges. Notice that I offset the
second seam from the first seam.
Some notes on SuperGlue – it REALLY holds the 1/8” leather down SOLIDLY. I’ve found it’s best to put the glue on
the LEATHER, not the wood (runs less), and to put a little force on the lace with a small object like a punch, NOT my
finger – just in case a little glue gets loose. It’s nice to be One With the Scabbard – but I don’t like becoming
LITERALLY One With the Scabbard.

Next, I add the V shaped decoration:

To get a sharp point – each tip of the lace gets cut at about 60 degrees. The lace gets glued AROUND the visible
scabbard edge….

…and the very end gets trimmed to a point just on the back side of the scabbard. Later, that point will fade
gracefully into nothingness. Notice that I’m staying away from the Centerline at the BACK of the scabbard.

Time to start the main pattern. The object here is to make as long a run as possible with an uncut piece of riser
material. I start at the FRONT BOTTOM, aligning the edge of my lace with the lines I previously drew. We glue
down a little bit of lace at a time (about ¾” at a time), STICKING TO THE LINES…

Again, the end of this pattern (near the top middle of the core) gets wrapped around the EDGE of the core, and
ends in a sharp point on the BACK of the core. I do this throughout so my riser pattern doesn’t come out as just a
flat “picture” on the front of the scabbard – you’ll see defined ridges at certain places on the SIDES of the
scabbard.

Notice that the leather lace did not go all the way to the tip? Later, I’m going to make a chape for this scabbard. I
don’t want a riser running UNDER my chape.
Now the other two curves are “joined in” to the long run that was just installed. I start with a very sharp “tip” (by
cutting my lace at almost 60-80 degrees with my little scissors) to blend into the main pattern:

… and finish this second branch, again curving around the EDGE of the scabbard core, and cutting a sharp tip on
the end of the lace so the branch will vanish gracefully on the BACK after wrapping. Branch #3 is done in the same
way. The end result:

I may be the only one that likes this pattern – that’s OK, the WAY one lays down the pattern of their choice is what
is important. Draw the pattern first – don’t wing it. Have a glass of wine and stare at it. If you don’t like it? Erase
it and draw a NEW pattern. Once the Leather lace goes down with SuperGlue, it’s pretty damn solid – you CAN get
it off, but you’ll need to do some sanding to clean up the core afterwards.
THIS pattern has a few things I wanted for this tutorial.
1) Several OPPOSING EDGES (more on this later).
2) Several narrow sharp points in the branch junction valleys.

Step 3 – Covering the Scabbard with Leather
Whether or not risers have been installed – the core needs to be covered with Leather. As mentioned earlier, for
this tutorial, I will be using a 2-3Oz Upholstery Leather scrap that I acquired from “The LeatherGuy” on EBAY:

The Leather used here is of the “distressed” variety. Other Leathers of this sort can have a uniform pebbled
appearance; can be “embossed”, etc. I like the distressed look – but that’s a matter of personal taste. This is
COWHIDE – other leathers can be used. You’ll notice a little “sheen” to this sample. Later, I’ll REMOVE that sheen
with a little denatured alcohol. MANY upholstery grade leather pieces have some wax, or surface coating on them
– while you might like the sheen, it can get in the way of the small amount of water that gets used while wrapping.
When I’m done, I’ll restore a LITTLE of that sheen with another product that will add water repellency to the
scabbard.
First, we need to cut the leather. MANY folks try to “shape” the leather at this stage – I don’t do that. Instead, I
cut a simple oversized RECTANGLE. I can do this because I will NOT wrap the core all at once, and will only do my
final trimming of leather at the END of the process.

Before any cutting, the scabbard core should be laid down on the leather you have, and the leather examined for
flaws in the area you want to use. Here is an example:

It is highly likely you will find SOME range marks, scrapes, and other crap. You MIGHT even want to keep them in
your design. I avoided using this area of leather.
First, I cut a clean straight line at the “top” of the leather chunk I wish to use – about 12” long. Using the large
square, I will “square up” the edge at 90 degrees to this for about 38”. I then place the scabbard top in this area,
and fold my leather over:

I overlap the leather on the Back Centerline by about an inch, then unfold the leather…

I have about 2&1/2” to the RIGHT of the scabbard edge. I will measure out from the LEFT scabbard edge 2&1/2”,
and make a small mark.
Because I am going to fold my leather over the throat edge of the scabbard, I lay my core on the leather ½” BELOW
the top edge of the leather:

I then make a mark about 1” BELOW the tip of the scabbard core. With Width and Length established, I use
scissors to cut my working rectangle of leather & mark it on the ROUGH SIDE with a fine felt tip pen to establish a
clean Centerline and a clean Top line:

Last, I do a reality check with the scabbard core – do my edges overlap the back centerline by at least ½”? Does my
leather go past the scabbard core tip by about an inch?

When I am satisfied that I’ve cut enough (and then some) leather to do the job, I TEST a scrap of the leather with
denatured alcohol to make SURE it will not attack the dye. I then I clean my leather piece with denatured alcohol,
and a clean paper towel…

.

That isn’t dye on the towel – its surface guck. The leather also gets less shiny as wax and other surface coatings get
cleaned off.

Finally, I turn my leather over, and insure that no “junk” is stuck on the rough side – anything that might produce
an undesired lump in my wrap job.

Step 4 – Gluing the Leather to the Scabbard
What glue to use? Many people use many different types of glue for this job. Some will use Contact Cement;
some will use Wood Glue, etc. I tend to use THIS glue:

When dry, this material is suitable for EXTERIOR exposure. Experience shows that this glue will do a fair job
“tacking” in about 20 to 30 minutes – important, as I need ENOUGH working time, but do not want to spend
HOURS waiting for a section of my wrap to firm up enough to proceed. This glue is also viscous enough to NOT
soak into the leather and leave a “dark spot” on the finished side – yet, it is water based, allowing me a little
leeway if I’m dumb enough to get an unwanted spot of glue on my leather as I wrap.
Wood Glue Max also provides VERY good final adhesion. If you started with an existing core, and needed to rip off
the old leather – you probably noticed that it wasn’t all that hard to do so. Most commercial scabbards (the sort
that come “free” with a sword) use Contact Cement on the leather. This certainly works well enough – but it
doesn’t do THIS:

This is a piece of my leather scrap glued to a measured 1” square area on a scrap piece of poplar. The press plate
hanging from the leather weighs 7.8 pounds, and is exerting sheer force. It’s not letting go. When the scrap
leather IS removed by serious pulling on my part, I get this:

You can see that it’s NOT the glue that fails under great stress: it’s the leather. A ballpark estimate: a 34” x 4”
surface area scabbard (average dimensions) is 136 square inches. At 7.8 pounds per square inch, my leather will
be hanging on with a MINIMUM of 1060 pounds of force. The leather is not going anywhere . So be warned –
trying to remove the leather from a scabbard prepared in this fashion will involve SUBSTANTIAL work.
At certain points, I will ALSO use a bit of Loctite SuperGlue – generally at a spot that really MUST tack down RIGHT
NOW.
Many folks choose to glue up the entire scabbard core at one sitting. This is absolutely NOT what I am going to
do. I am going to start gluing at the Top-Front of the scabbard, dealing with small sections at a time, as dictated
by where my risers are and how they are oriented toward each other.
This entire process takes me a good 2-3 days, on and off. It’s slow, but results in a very high level of Riser
Definition (how much the risers “stand out” from the background, and how sharp their edges are).
A lot of this is going to become clearer as I start gluing. First, the leather is aligned to the core using my
Centerlines, and my Top line:

When folded, the Top line of the leather must meet the top of the core, at the core edges.

Holding at the top. I align the centerlines of the leather and the core at the TIP of the core, and make sure the
leather is pulled straight.
I then start to glue, using a QTip to spread the glue…

This is probably the most important photo in this paper. I glue along the edge of the Top Riser, STOPPING halfway
toward the riser below it. I have OPPOSING EDGES. If I glue BOTH sets of edges, the leather is going to “fight”
me as I begin to work the edges – whatever I push down on the TOP riser will start to pull up as I work the edge of
the LOWER riser. If I work on the TOP riser again, whatever I pushed down on the LOWER riser will try to come up.
To avoid this, we work on the TOP riser only. You’ll see I’ve done ONLY the face, and made sure to get my glue
RIGHT into the edge of the Top riser. This gets to be a Chess Game: ONLY THE FACE is glued, because I need to be
able to GET AT the Lower riser to glue it later. One MUST think a few moves ahead, and take their time at this.
With glue down, the top chunk of leather gets folded over, and the riser edge gets “worked”. I do this by VERY
LIGHTLY wetting just the riser edge, and using the world’s greatest tool for this job: my fingernail.

Over and over, the edge of that riser gets jammed down by running a fingernail across it. The leather isn’t pinned
down, it can move just a bit. I also smooth the small flat area under the riser edge – but I FOCUS on the riser edge.
We also have to check that Top Line – make sure it’s still aligned:

If , for some reason, you cannot, or do not want to use your fingernail? A Crochet Hook (size I9) works well:

I continue to work that riser edge until the glue tacks enough that it stays PUT. I then GO AWAY for 20 to 30
minutes – enough time for this area to settle down and STICK. I then roll up my leather, and start to work on the
“V Shape” riser:

This is also a good time to make sure that your centerline alignment is holding well. I get my glue onto the core
with a QTip, and again, get it RIGHT into the riser edges.

Notice I’ve glued JUST ONE SIDE of the riser edges? Again, I have OPPOSING EDGES – this time on the same riser.
If I glue both sides and try to “work” BOTH edges, the leather will creep up on one side, then the other, etc. I focus
on ONE EDGE.

The leather gets folded over, I AGAIN check my Centerline alignment at the TIP of the scabbard, LIGHTLY wet the
edge I’m going to work on, and start in with my fingernail. I have to really focus on the POINT of that pattern –
astute readers will recognize that, no matter how hard I try, I’m occasionally going to run into an OPPOSING EDGE
situation that can’t be avoided. I have two edges facing each other from top to bottom in this picture – so I really
need to WORK those edges, sometimes using both hands to run a nail over each of them at the SAME TIME.
The result:

As before – time to walk away for 20-30 minutes and let that glue STICK. Again, the leather gets folded back, and
more glue goes down with a QTip on the other side of the V Shaped riser:

Notice I’m again just working on the face – as I go along, I need to be able to fold the leather back. My glue goes
into the riser edges, AND the riser top. The leather gets folded back, I check Centerline alignment, lightly wet the
leather along the riser edges, work it with a fingernail, and go way for 20-30 minutes. The result:

This is a long process, but I’m getting good definition. In spite of the fact that I used SQUARE riser material, the
risers come out semi-circular:

Using a fingernail to work the risers has another effect: just as with a leather creasing tool, a slight darkening at
the very riser edge occurs – just makes the riser stand out more.
I move on to the TOP outer edge of my first branch – just as before, I glue to avoid OPPOSING EDGES:

Then the TOP, LOWER EDGE of my first branch gets done…

I do this because that branch riser is going to turn… it’s going to get mostly vertical, and I need to start gluing
sections of it towards the centerline, then sections toward the scabbard edge. EACH of these operations is done
just as before – I plan what to glue so I can avoid OPPOSING EDGES, put the glue down with a QTip, focusing on
the riser edge, fold the leather down & check my centerline alignment, lightly wet the leather along the riser edge,
work the leather along the riser edge until it tacks well, then go away for 20-30 minutes to allow that section to
properly STICK.

Each of the branch “junctions” need to be handled as one of those small areas where OPPOSING EDGES just can’t
be avoided. As before, they just need to be worked longer – often with two hands.

As I go “down” the scabbard, gluing sections, I eventually run into the inconvenience of a bit TOO much leather in
the back. The scabbard is narrowing, and so far, I’m working with a RECTANGLE of leather. It’s about time to do a
“rough trim” on the backside.
I flip the scabbard over on its face, and align my centerlines at the tip. About 1/2 to 2/3 of the way “down the
scabbard” (from the throat to the tip), I start gently folding back my leather, and making little marks on the rough
side – just about ¼” short of the scabbard edge:

I end up with a series of marks on the rough side….

…JOIN those marks with my French Curve ALL THE WAY TO THE TIP END OF MY LEATHER….

…and trim. My Reality Check shows that I STILL have PLENTY of leather to go over & past the back centerline – it
simply no longer wants to wrap around to the front, where I need to work:

I repeat all of this with the other side, giving:

With this rough trim done, I flip the scabbard over, and continue gluing down my risers as before, until I have
finished gluing the front face. I will generally STOP about an inch from the very TIP of the scabbard core – both the
FACE and the EDGES of the scabbard core in this tip area will be handled later, in one operation.
Next, I will go back and handle the EDGES of the scabbard. You’ll notice, with the face done, I don’t need the
ability to “flip up” the edges anymore. I will generally wait until the next day for this, to insure that my glue is
really GOOD and dry. When I do the edges, I’m going to stretch the leather harder. Right now? I’m off for a glass
of well deserved wine…
Next day, with the face glue dry, I go back to the throat area of the scabbard, and start to glue the edges. Again, I
work on one EDGE of a riser at a time to maintain definition as they curve around the scabbard edge:

I will often use a little painters tape at the edge of the leather that I will trim anyway (even painter’s tape messes
up the surface finish to a degree).

The riser edges get worked as before, with just a drop or two of water, and my fingernail – this makes the riser
stand out at the scabbard edge:

When I get down to the tip area, I glue the edges AND the remaining inch or so of the scabbard face. Here, it’s
important to get the leather nice and tight, then use a piece of scrap & rubber band to HOLD it tight. The scrap
prevents the rubber band from leaving an undesired impression in the leather:

If I need to “bind” other areas of the scabbard to maintain tension as I glue the edges, I use the scrap and the
world’s largest rubber band – Surgical Tubing (available at Lowes):

I’m only gluing the EDGES in this operation – NOT any of the BACK. It’s important to leave the back alone at this
point, so the leather can be properly trimmed later.

With the edges glued, the scabbard is really starting to LOOK like a scabbard:

This is the time to finish off the front and sides of the throat area. This is a “fitted” throat – if I had wanted a rain
guard, I would have cut my leather longer at the throat, and created a laminate of two thicknesses of leather in the
rain guard area, rough side to rough side.
First, I fold the extra leather I left at the center of the throat face over the edge of the very top riser, and secure
about ¼” at a time with just enough SuperGlue to get it to stick HARD. There is enough leather to COVER the
throat opening – I trim this carefully with an XACTO knife, riding JUST on the wood of the inside of the throat:

When I do this? I hold the scabbard HORIZONTALLY so no pieces of leather can fall INTO the scabbard.

As I come to the curve of the scabbard edges, I fold the edge leather over without glue. A little “peak” of leather
will stick itself up, which gets cut with my very small scissors. This will result in a little triangular cut that allows me
to fold the edge leather over WITH SuperGlue, and avoid a “stack” of leather at the edge. There will generally be
TWO such cuts on each edge. I ONLY GLUE AND TRIM THE FACE AND TWO EDGES – a little final leather trimming
of the excess leather at the TOP-BACK has to occur before I finish off the throat.

I’ve trimmed just the top edge so the leather EXACTLY hits center. I SuperGlue down this small back-top area to
the throat top. Then, I fold over the “flap” you see at the LEFT of the above photo, and use one of the World’s
GREATEST tricks – outlined by Brendan Olszowy in his grip wrapping tutorial:

I want my throat leather to JUST COME TOGETHER at the back-top. I use my fingernail to mark my trim spot by
just FEELING the edge of the leather that is under it. Try this first on a little scrap, if you have never done this… this
trick works BEAUTIFULLY to really match up a seam with 2-3Oz leather. I will use this same technique to get my
very LONG back seam dead matched.

With this piece trimmed, I SuperGlue down the rest of the Back Throat leather, resulting in this:

It’s worth mentioning – I use SuperGlue to work on THIS detail. Why? SuperGlue will give you a very “crispy”
bond… which is great at the very top where a sword is always slamming into the leather. But it’s TOO “crispy” for
all the other risers. I tried this once on long face risers, and can’t exactly explain the whole thing – but it looked
bad. So, I only use SuperGlue when I HAVE to.
Doing a Reality check – the sword guard mates pretty damn well with the shaped throat:

It’s now time to start final trimming of the Back Leather. I have two “flaps” of leather, both of which go past the
back Center Line by a good ½”. I’m going to trim ONE of these “flaps” so I JUST hit the Centerline.
This is done with the good, precision ruler and a sharp point felt tip pen. Starting at the Top of the scabbard, I start
to fold one of the leather flaps back, and measure the distance from the exposed centerline to the edge of the
leather:

I then fold the flap BACK, measure the SAME DISTANCE from the flap edge, and make a small mark on the smooth
side of the leather:

I continue this process down the length of that leather flap, placing a mark about every 8-10 inches, down to and
PAST the scabbard tip. Using the LONG straightedge, I draw a line in pencil through all the dots. I then start at the
scabbard TOP, and use the very small scissors to cut along this line, about 2 inches at a time, cutting off my scrap
as I go, constantly checking to see if my cut edge is falling RIGHT on the now exposed centerline. EXTRA CARE
needs to be used as the scabbard tip is approached. I should see this:

Yes, this can be a little nerve wracking… I just spent a day WRAPPING that scabbard. The good news: the leather
has not yet been glued down on the back – it can stretch a bit. Because of what we will do later? The OTHER
leather flap, as we trim it, will hit our CUT seam exactly. I will be using the Brendan Olszowy fingernail trick to get
a perfectly matched seam about 32 inches long .
I then start to glue down my trimmed back piece, being sure to leave a good ½” gap at the centerline for stitching.
IF YOU WILL NOT BE STITCHING – you should glue right TO the centerline. When I do this with grip seams, I will
use wood glue for most of the job, but leave about ¼” at the very edge Unglued. I will then go back with
SuperGlue, and get that ¼” gap glued down, a little at a time, RIGHT to my centerline.
I will be stitching the back of THIS scabbard – so, I will leave a good ½” gap at the centerline for stitching:

Painters tape, just on the EDGE of the trimmed seam, works well for holding things in place:

As I glue along – I WILL run into the last little ends of risers that terminate on the backside. These are handled as
before – glue up to a riser edge, work it, walk away for 20-30 minutes, and continue. QTips really shine for this job,
as it can be tough to get glue IN to the second edge of a riser, with the first edge glued down. When I get within
about 1” of the scabbard tip – I switch to SuperGlue, and really make sure that that little area is down hard, RIGHT
to the centerline. Why? This area will later be covered with a CHAPE – I want it dead flat & tight, and I will STOP
my stitching when I get within about 1” of the tip. The result:

Time to do final trimming of the second “flap” on the back. With this folded over the glued down seam, I use just a
drop or two of water, and my fingernail, to begin feeling for the edge of the glued down leather, and marking it:

I do this about 2” at a time – Mark, use my really small scissors to trim on the mark, CHECK to see that I’m RIGHT at
the existing seam edge, and cut off my scrap. I go SLOWLY, looking for this result:

Extra Care must be taken in the immediate area of the tip – the leather will “pucker” a bit and not APPEAR as
though it is going straight – it is, you’re fighting with non Euclidian geometry…

Alligator clips can help here…

I use my finger nail to mark the leather up to and past these little puckers – then trim right through them. Glue
and stitching will make them vanish:

As you can see, I also do my final trimming of any excess leather at the tip – and firmly anchor about 1” of the
leather AT the tip with SuperGlue.
With all of my excess leather removed, I go BACK to the top of the scabbard. And glue down my second back flap
with Wood Glue, just as I did the first one. Again, I leave about ½” of space at the seam with no glue in it, as I will
be stitching the back.
IF YOU WILL NOT BE STITCHING – you should glue right TO the centerline. When I do this with grip seams, I will
use wood glue for most of the job, but leave about ¼” at the very edge Unglued. I will then go back with
SuperGlue, and get that ¼” gap glued down, a little at a time, RIGHT to my centerline. If you do not stitch, your
ENTIRE final seam should resemble the seam shown above, in the immediate area of the tip.
At this point, my scabbard is REALLY starting to look like a scabbard:

Step 5 – Stitching the Leather (Optional)
I like to stitch the backs of my scabbards. You do NOT have to do this, and many people do not. When I do this
job, I spend about ANOTHER two day (around 12 hours).
To do this, I get out my precision ruler, and measure OUT from the seam ¼” on each side of the seam. I then use a
pencil to establish lines. I run the hole spacing tool along these lines:

I always use the tip of a fine tip marker to accentuate those marks – amazingly, they can vanish, and FAST. I don’t
try to do the entire scabbard at once. Once marked, I get out my little awl, and punch the holes:

I will measure out about enough thread to stitch half way down the back of the scabbard. There are two reasons
for this. I am going to end up with a REALLY LONG thread if I try to do the whole back at once. And I will actually
HELP myself if I use two separate threads – one day, one of these might get cut. By using TWO threads, if one gets
cut, the second will insure that the entire back can’t let go.
I will use double needle tailoring in a cross pattern – very strong, and the stitches both pull the seam tight AND
flatten it.
I measure out enough thread to go half way down the scabbard length – then I multiply by SIX:

I came up with that number after running out of thread too many damn times. It seems like a LOT – trust me, I will
NEED this much.
Each end of the thread goes into a harness needle, and I start stitching at the TOP:

Thread thru the first two holes, EVEN OUT the lengths of the thread, as though you were lacing a shoe…

RIGHT thread OVER, then THRU the next two holes, LEFT to RIGHT in this photo…

…it should look like this.

Now LEFT thread OVER, needle thru the same two holes that already have a thread in them, RIGHT to LEFT in this
photo. DO NOT punch the needle through the thread that is already there! Go AROUND it. If you punch a thread,
pull the needle back & do it again. We want these threads slipping past each other.

You should end up with this. Pull the ends tight, but don’t do a gorilla act on the whole thing. Now, REPEAT… a
LOT….

This is what you are shooting for… even, clean… it takes time. Your fingers will get sore fast if you try to pull the
needles through with them. I keep a pair of pliers handy, and pull through with THESE. The holes also try to vanish
on a regular basis – you will often need to poke them from the surface to re-open them a little, so you can see the
needle tip coming through. You’ll notice the seam is REALLY snugged up: the leather is stretching just the right
amount here.
Eventually, I run out of thread – just about ½ way down the length of the scabbard. At this point, the thread needs
to be tied off so that the knot is hidden:

Needles thru one hole each in a cross pattern…

… tie square knot, which pulls UNDER the leather…

…nip the ends off. Here is what we have so far:

I now get out the ruler, mark my new ¼” lines from this point to the tip, mark my holes, and punch them with the
awl.

I then measure out more thread, 6X the length to the tip, and start my new stitch thru the same two holes that I
used for the previous thread’s knot:

With my thread length evened up, I add just a DROP of SuperGlue to the knot I tied, and push that spot down…

The whole thing vanishes. SuperGlue on all knots is something I always do – they simply WILL NOT untie.

Eventually, I get to the last holes in the tip area, and tie off my thread with a knot & drop of SuperGlue as above:

Stitching is complete – here is what I’ve got:

The Tip, in particular, has come out just the way it needs to. I will be adding a Chape to this scabbard – but you
MAY elect to not do so. We want the Tip clean enough to make a Chape optional, instead of something that hides
a flaw.

It took me two good days to stitch this scabbard. For me, the effort is worth it – but again, you do not HAVE to do
this – you CAN just do a good job gluing the seam.

Step 6 – Protecting the Leather
There is one last thing that really DOES need to be done – I must protect my leather from rain, mud, and assorted
gunk. There are MANY ways to do this. Some of these leather treatments will DARKEN the leather, so I strongly
suggest trying them on a piece of scrap FIRST. Treatments that others have used with success include beeswax,
Neat’s-foot oil, Fiebing's Leather Balm w/Atom Wax, Resolene, etc.

I use a product called Eco-Flo Super Shene. It’s worth noting, some folks at LeatherWorker.net swear that this is
essentially Mop ‘N Glo. In any case, it works well for me. It does not darken the leather to any great degree, it’s
water based, and it’s VERY easy to apply:

I shake this well, put some of the liquid on a piece of clean paper towel, and go over the BACK of the scabbard
leather first, making sure to get the material into my stitches as well. I then stand the scabbard up on its tip, and
coat the sides and front, just rubbing the Super Shene gently into the leather. The scabbard does not look all that
different, even damp with Super Shene:

About 20 minutes later – I go back, buff lightly, and then hit the scabbard again (a little lighter). I’m done .
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